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Canadians are active, with 68% reporting that they exercise
at least once per week. The drive towards regular exercise
stems from addressing not only their physical health but

also their mental health.

This report looks at the following areas:

• Seven in 10 Canadians exercise weekly, yet obesity rates continue to rise
• Motivation is fickle amongst younger exercisers
• Tendency towards convenience means low interest in paying for memberships or

equipment

The majority of consumers gravitate towards convenient and cost-effective options, with relatively few
showing an interest in buying more equipment, memberships or adopting technology. Younger
consumers struggle with sustaining motivation, though their quest for new experiences drives an
interest in both traditional and experiential fitness events.
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The definition of fitness stretches to actively incorporate mental health

In future, we will see more combinations between fitness and other aspects of life

Bring it on, tough guy/gal! Fitness classes inspired by tough sports are becoming increasingly prevalent

Fitness retailers act as team captains and instructors

Food and drink industries are showing themselves as team players

Discount gyms making fitness accessible

Adoption of wearables remains stagnant

Boomers are an ideal target for such tools

Fitness now includes mindfulness
Figure 11: Meditate to make your loved ones happy, November 2016
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Within the fitness industry: mailed rewards provide motivation

From the leisure industry: healthy living translates into monetary rewards
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Canadians exercise to proactively manage physical and mental health
Figure 17: Motivations for exercising, January 2017
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Exercising is good for mood – in their words

Millennials and women over 55 are exercising for a positive state of mind
Figure 18: My Sister's Hero, September 2014

Figure 19: My Daughter's Hero, September 2014

Figure 20: My Grandson's Hero, September 2014

Women over 55 get active to get better sleep

Over-45s more committed to health, under-45s care about appearance
Figure 21: Preventative and appearance-related motivations, by age, January 2017

Motivation is more fickle amongst younger consumers
Figure 22: Attitudes towards maintaining motivation, by age, January 2017

Cost and convenience count when it comes to exercise
Figure 23: Types of exercise participated in, January 2017

Running slows to a walk with age
Figure 24: Walking and running/jogging, by age, January 2017

Opportunities for the running world to inspire the walking one for older consumers

18-24s drawn to exercises perfect for pro-tips in the form of apps

Group settings appeal to both genders, just in different ways
Figure 25: Team vs class settings, by age and gender, January 2017

Few intend to buy more equipment
Figure 26: Usage and interest in fitness products and services, January 2017

The buddy system may work for fitness facilities to attract young women
Figure 27: Usage and interest in traditional gym memberships and punch card/passes for multiple fitness classes, women 18-24 vs
overall, January 2017

Specialized sports plus tech will draw young men

Tech’s social aspect may help convert interest into purchases – particularly for women
Figure 28: Interest in buying fitness-related technology, 18-34s vs overall, January 2017

Thus far, participation in organized events proves to be quite niche
Figure 29: Fitness event participation and interest, January 2017

Ready, Set, Go – Young Canadians are keen for new experiences
Figure 30: Any interest or participation in fitness events, by age, January 2017

For younger consumers, enthusiasm stems from gathering more unique experiences
Figure 31: Attitudes towards maximizing experiences and interest in doing multiple sports challenges, by age, January 2017

Aim for the heart when targeting younger consumers

Accessibility is a factor for younger enthusiasts

Parents also want in
Figure 32: Any interest or participation in fitness events, parents vs overall, January 2017
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Canadians more likely to consider mental health and prevention as reasons to exercise

The majority of consumers in both countries are active
Figure 33: Exercise frequency, January 2017 (Canada)/May 2016 (US)

Daily exercising skews young for the US, more even across ages in Canada
Figure 34: Exercise frequency, by age, January 2017 (Canada)/May 2016 (US)

There may be more at stake for Canadians
Figure 35: Motivations for exercising, January 2017 (Canada)/May 2016 (US)

Prevention is a priority across age segments in Canada
Figure 36: Primarily motivated to exercise by prevention of future health problems, by age, January 2017 (Canada)/May 2016 (US)

Mental health is a driver for middle-aged and older Canadian exercisers
Figure 37: Primarily motivated to exercise by stress reduction, by age, January 2017 (Canada)/May 2016 (US)
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